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Abstract

Database access in a casual environment has properties of an unstable environment; it is open,
unrestricted, dynamic, interactive and unpredictable. Present database modeling approaches do
not fulfil all requirements for access in this environment because they demand hindering
restrictions and substantial professional expertise in practice. In existing organizations these
preconditions can be met. However, in casual environments many charming advantages of
databases are then lost. This paper presents some simple semantic requirements and solutions for
databases in casual environments. They lead to self-supporting database systems with reliable and
efficient database processing. The kernel of the solutions lies in the application of extremely
simple data semantics. The resulting solutions are also useful in present professional database
environments.
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1. Introduction

Database access in casual environments such as the Internet can be characterized as dynamic and
unpredictable. This environment is unprecedented and can in some respect be considered as
chaotic: things that are relevant today are possibly irrelevant tomorrow. How can databases be
constructed to anticipate such a chaotic environment?

The first solution for this chaotic environment could be restricting database access to some
predefined applications. This implies that several potential advantages of databases will not be
exploited, which means the end of further database developments in these new environments.

Another acceptable solution abandoning necessary restrictions of the past is in favour of new
techniques. This is a direction also indicated in [4, 11]. The final solution should be extremely
simple and intelligent software is needed which maintains itself instead of depending on
periodical interrupts for structural reorganizations. The software system should be reliable,
guarantee good performance (i.e. independent of an optimization program conform recommen-
dations in [1]), support users and not allow users to block database access for other users by
lengthy processing.
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The proposed solution is considered as an alternative to SQL based solutions [3] and can be
compared with a solution found for semi structured data. A certain inherent structure is required
for both user and system. In [5] a method is proposed to derive this structure from large
collections of unstructured data, resulting in a collection of hierarchically organized types. The
solution in the present paper results in a similar collection using aggregation and generalization
abstractions. This inherent structure is almost automatically defined without complex concepts.
Since structure is under the system’s control, it is possible to assist users with structural changes
and query formulation.

Attention is paid to some general database aspects arising from database access in casual
environments. Often these aspects are also useful under other circumstances. The most relevant
property is complete freedom for all database users. No user requirement is proposed regarding
definition and manipulation: nothing must be done, everything can be done as long as the
integrity of the database is not endangered.

For illustration purposes one might think of an environment of scientific research where
researchers develop a common database for their research results. Each researcher has database
access, which can result in addition of new subject classes (i.e. extension/adaptation of the data
model), addition of new results into the database (i.e. data manipulation) and derivation of
information (i.e. formulation of complex queries). Researchers may use database structures,
contents and derivations created by others.

No attention is paid to technical aspects of caching, communication, multi databases, data
distribution, security, indexing, browsers and operating systems, which can also play an important
role in this database environment. Attention is paid to some essential characteristics for data
modeling and data manipulation, resulting in some fundamental system characteristics. This paper
contains some examples and solutions using relational [2] and semantic data modeling concepts
[6, 7].

2. Data modeling requirements

An important aspect of a casual environment is its interactive character. Clear-cut applications
do not exist. This aspect has enormous consequences on data modeling concepts for such an
environment. It requires that each consistent state of a data model (consisting of structures and
functions) must be considered as a situation allowing further extensions at a later stage. To allow
this, it is relevant to consider data modeling concepts like conceptual redundancy, conceptual
ambiguity, view independence and orthogonality.

When redundancy is discussed, often operational (i.e. data) redundancy is emphasized.
However, the concept of redundancy has a much broader meaning. Suppose, for example, the
case of relational tables according SQL having relations and attributes. Each attribute contains
the definition of its domain in each table. If several tables contain the same comparable attribute,
then in SQL it leads to a situation in which several times the same domain is given for the
attribute. So a form of conceptual redundancy occurs.

It is important that the domain of a type is specified only once, namely in the table where it
occurs for the first time, i.e. in the table where it occurs as identification. This has nice but
radical consequences for its use, as will be demonstrated later. It leads to a situation agreeing
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with a semantic data model (notice that below the domains of base types like ’number’ are
specified once):

type description (char 25).
type number (int 4).
type day (date).
type item (char 4) = description, stock_number.
type sale (char 4) = item, number, day.

A graphical representation of this model is given in figure 1. No distinction is made between base
types (without attributes) and composite types (with attributes): both types are indicated by
rectangles. This approach gives us the required freedom in casual environments; it allows us to
consider an existing base type in a later stage as being composite. This fits perfectly in a casual
environment because there existing applications do not require any modification.

sale

day item

number description

Figure 1: Aggregation

A second form of conceptual redundancy can be avoided by applying the generalization
abstraction. The generalization of two or more types is defined by the intersection of attributes
(i.e. the common attributes) of the participating types. So by definition each specialization
contains all attributes of its generalization and therefore a reference to the corresponding
generalization (below: is item between square brackets) plus the attributes not occurring in the
intersection of attributes. This approach facilitates schema evolution. An example is the following
overlapping extension to the earlier data model. For convenience the underlying base types and
domains have been omitted:

type item = description, stock_number.
type electronic item = [item], voltage, current.
type mechanical item = [item], fuel, power.
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mechanical item
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Figure 2: Generalization

Figure 2 contains the graphic representation of generalization abstractions. The semantic concepts
allow us to extend the earlier given aggregation hierarchy with this generalization hierarchy. It
implies that type item can be considered as: aggregation, attribute, type, generalization, etc.
without adapting existing structures and applications already defined in the earlier aggregation
part.

Although application of the generalization abstraction does not lead to elimination of
operational redundancy, it has another advantage: NULL values are eliminated. Conceptual
redundancy is also eliminated. Instead of including attribute ’description’ in the type definitions
of both the electronic item and the mechanical item, it is now by application of the generalization
abstraction only included in the definition of type item. The attribute description can be obtained
from the electronic item or the mechanical item by means of a special language construct: item
its description. This meaningful language construct is always used for both aggregation and
generalization relationships instead of the relational join for the relationship, thereby preventing
misinterpretation and lengthy queries [8].

Advantages of databases without operational redundancy have been described extensively in
literature. Conceptual redundancy was hardly discussed. Yet this form of redundancy has similar
impact because all data of a data model are stored in a data dictionary. A data dictionary is a
database and must therefore conform to requirements put on databases. The absence of
redundancy in the data dictionary makes it easier to keep this database consistent. This is
exemplified in [10]. Dependent aspects cannot be forgotten and there are no anomalies when this
database is used. This improves the integrity of the complete database system.

In a perfect modeling environment there should be no limitation to the number of
interpretations of a certain concept. This property is denoted by view independence. When
language allows a certain interpretation, then this interpretation should not be prevented by the
modeling approach. It is obvious that this is also relevant during database access. Each user may
have his own view on the data in the database; each user may determine what part of the
database is relevant. One user might require details of a concept, while another user might not
want to consider these. The last user considers the concept as indivisible, while the other one
considers the same as an aggregation consisting of a number of components. This property should
not be limited in any way and no interpretation should be given preference. View independence
is not limited to these two extremes, but can be extended to other interpretations, as: instance,
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type, attribute, relationship, generalization, specialization, aggregation, constraint, function, etc.
This flexibility implies that a database consists not only of operational data considered as
attributes values; it can also contain functions, constraints etc.

View independence does not only influence the way operational data in a database can be
used. It has also substantial influence on the possibilities for data definition and schema
evolution. New interpretations arise from new relationships. This is an important aspect in
database design. A data model for a complex application area is never developed in exactly one
mental step. Parts of the model are developed and integrated in a later stage. For integration,
none of the existing parts should require modification. On the contrary, integration should be
realized solely by extension of existing interpretations with new ones as a consequence of new
relationships between the parts.

An advantage of this new approach is that the final solution does not contain any information
about the development trajectory of the designers. This makes it easier to use the final model:
one may find one’s own way and use one’s own interpretations. Users are not dependent on
information about the development trajectory. An illustration of such a trajectory is the
development of a data model for version management [9].

Finally, there is an aspect that also plays a role in other disciplines. It has to do with a better
recognition of similar problems. The combination of similar problems together with the same
constructs will lead to recognition at the user’s side. In such a situation not all problems have
to be solved completely. Then one can re-use previous solutions for similar problems. An
essential precondition for this is that the language in which solutions are expressed consists of
orthogonal constructs without anomalies. Conceptual redundancy is not desired. The relevance
of this aspect is not limited to data modeling. It plays also an important role in data manipulation
and queries, as will be illustrated in the next section.

3. Query requirements

The interactive character of database access in casual environments makes special demands on
available query facilities. In this respect we consider extensibility, orthogonality and consistency.
These aspects are covered in this section using some well-known examples from publications on
relational database systems.

By query extensibility is meant the facility to extend a given query to a more complex query
without adapting the existing derivation and without any performance degradation in the existing
derivation. This can be illustrated using well-known examples from relational database systems
as expressed in SQL.

SQL offers solutions for individual problems, not solutions for classes of similar problems.
For example take the supplier-item-supply data model from literature on relational databases. The
following problems result (be aware of pitfalls [8]) in completely different statements:
- Give names of suppliers supplying no item.
- Give names of suppliers supplying at least one item.
- Give names of suppliers supplying less than ten items.
- Give names of suppliers supplying more than ten items.
- Give names of suppliers supplying all items.
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Some of these queries could occur in one single interactive user session. Suppose that a user
queries a database. The result of a query can initiate another more specific query. In practice this
happens usually when the result is not informative enough (for example when the query results
in an empty or nearly empty result).

Query extensibility makes it possible to compose queries incremental from other queries, in
which it is irrelevant to know whether information is derived from operational data or whether
the information is already available in the database. To be more specific, we give below the
semantic data model for a supplier-item-supply database:

type supplier = name, city.
type item = description, stock_number.
type supply = supplier, item, day, quantity.

This structure is represented in figure 3. The new definitions could be added to definitions in the
parts given in figure 1 and figure 2 without any modification.

supply

item day quantity supplier

number description name city

Figure 3: Supply aggregation

The above problems would benefit from a derived attribute 'number of items per supplier' in the
type definition of supplier. Then the first problem could be formulated simply by:

get supplier where number = 0.

Because this attribute is not included in the data model definition, the meaning of the extension
number is defined for this purpose as follows:

extend supplier with number = count supply its item per supplier.

This definition illustrates another form of view independence: the attribute 'supplier its number'
can be considered as a function. Notice that this solution differs completely from the facility to
create views in relational databases. Views are not generic and result in data separated from and
independent of operational data in the database.
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The foregoing extension definition is beneficial for previous queries. They can be formulated with
one simple get-command, with exception of the last problem. It is obvious to add the definition
of the number of items for this query, as follows:

value variety = count item.

Now it is allowed to use one single command in which numbers (not the sets themselves!) are
compared:

get supplier where number = variety.

Extensions must be considered as unambiguous semantic definitions of derived quantities, which
are an intrinsic part of the database. The defined attribute plays a role as any other attribute.
Suppose that suppliers with the minimum number of parts must be selected. The following
semantic definition would help to do the job:

value minimum = min supplier its number.
get supplier where number = minimum.

In a perfect situation all extensions and values would have been defined beforehand. Then queries
can be formulated using one single get-command. Because queries are uniform they can easily
be adapted during a user session. Below is an example to illustrate this:

value limit = input (int 4).
get supplier where number < limit.

This query enables users to adapt the selection criterion during query execution. In case the result
of an executed query is not satisfactory, the latter part can be executed using another parameter
value. Earlier extensions are not derived again.

A second important aspect for querying is query orthogonality. To achieve this we must base
concepts for data manipulation on the concepts for data definition. Foregoing examples already
indicated that this is the case. Application of semantic concepts in a certain environment results
in a unique data model. For semantic data manipulation only types and relationships of the data
model can be used; arbitrary relationships cannot be enforced. Fixed constructs are used for these
relationships. This results in a unique query solution for a certain problem.

Query orthogonality has many advantages. As shown above, it results in query extensibility.
It offers also prospects of a good performance for both the user and the software system. Since
problems have unique solutions in which the processing order is completely data driven, query
optimizers have no effect. This is so because an optimizer is used (for example in relational
databases) to compare calculated processing durations of different alternative solutions and to
select from these the best alternative for execution. With one alternative the choice is already
known. The software must give a good performance for this unique solution. In this case it is
irrelevant whether the query is executed once or several times. This freedom fits perfectly in a
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casual environment because here we do not know what is/becomes relevant and what is/becomes
large.

Because only types and relationships from the data model can be used, the possibility that
unintentional anomalies occur, is excluded. By query consistency is meant a query language in
which misinterpretations at the user side as a consequence of ambiguous/incomplete semantics
are excluded. For example, when a query formulation requires a certain type, the semantic data
model makes clear what is meant because the domain of a type is defined only once. This place
is needed in the query formulation. So the previous 'number of items per supplier' must be
considered as an extension of type supplier. This attribute does not belong to something that has
no relationship with the database.

4. System requirements

In casual environments it is unknown who the users are and what they want. That is why such
an environment would benefit from self-regulating declarative systems in which no place is
needed for programming. Foregoing sections have shown that semantic concepts can give a
solution for database access in these environments. That is why this section contains some system
requirements which could arise from the semantic data modeling concepts.

Dynamic environments benefit from a software system in which self-regulating data structures
play a dominant role. These structures must give a good and predictable performance under all
circumstances. In this respect a number of aspects can be distinguished: an active data dictionary,
access methods, transposed files and type-oriented operations.

A database with extensible structures and queries cannot exist without an active data
dictionary. Because structural updates are elementary and without redundancy, these operations
can be executed on an interactive basis (i.e. on the fly). This implies that an extension (for both
definition and manipulation) can be used immediately after it has been processed.

With data structures it is evident that the concepts for data definition and manipulation play
a dominant role. Indispensable are the inherent properties of type interrelationships. B+tree
organizations are in this respect evident because of their self-organizing character and their
possibilities for direct access.

Because extensions play an important role in semantic data models, it is obvious that not a
record-oriented file structure must be chosen but a transposed file structure. This choice offers
optimal flexibility and for databases on secondary storage medium a remarkable reduction in
processing time. Only necessary parts of a database are then used. This technique is particularly
suitable in an environment which is dynamic or even tends to become chaotic.

In a transposed file structure a user is not dependent of other users. Together with the earlier
query facilities, only absolutely necessary parts of the database are involved in query processing.
This also implies that the executions of query extensions are not influenced by requests of other
users. This remains valid even when other users add new parts to the database structure.

A high performance can be guaranteed when all users use type-oriented operations and never
use record-at-a-time programming statements. Important for a high performance is that only the
software system determines the processing order. Blockades by mistakes of other users are then
excluded.
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The performance of database systems is also dependent on the concepts for data manipulation.
It is a well-known fact that multitable SQL solutions often result in exponential performance
characteristics. This is not allowed in our environment. One user could use all system resources
and hence blockade database access for all other users.

High performance was a motive in the development of the language constructs for data
manipulation. The resulting linear time/space complexity can be demonstrated with the following
global syntax of the used query language constructs:

• get <maintype> its <simple expression> [where <simple condition>].
• value <variable> =

<function> <maintype> [its <simple expression>] [where <simple condition>].
• extend <subtype> with <extension> =

<function> <maintype> [its <simple expression>] [where <simple condition>]
per <subtype>.

The <simple expression> and <simple condition> require direct access. All language constructs
can therefore be implemented with a simple scan over <maintype>. This linearity is also
confirmed by research where Xplain DBMS was used with complex queries on large databases
[8]. Therefore the semantic concepts can be used safely. It is important that high performance
is automatically achieved without query optimizers because we do not know anything about user
queries; the database is too dynamic and database access is too random.

Conclusion

By encapsulating extremely simple semantics in the data model and the query language the
database systems are capable of supporting the user. This results in suitable database systems for
casual environments. Solutions are unique, which implies that each problem solution is always
the best solution. It implies that users in this environment can easily reach the level of an expert
user.
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